
$599,900 - 945 RIVERSIDE Drive
 

Listing ID: 40458751

$599,900
2 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms, 1.8 acres
Single Family

945 RIVERSIDE Drive, Britt, Ontario,
P0G1A0

Welcome to Crowsnest - a charming
2-bedroom, 2-bathroom home set on a
sprawling 1.8-acre property in the heart of
the picturesque village of Britt. This idyllic
residence offers over 1400 square feet of
living space, where comfort meets nature in
perfect harmony. As you approach the
property, you'll be captivated by the inviting
stone walkways that wind their way through
out the property, creating a tranquil and
peaceful atmosphere. As you step inside,
you'll immediately appreciate the open
concept layout that maximizes both space
and functionality. The open-concept design
seamlessly connects the living room, dining
area, and kitchen, making it an ideal space
for hosting gatherings with friends and
family. The two bedrooms provide
comfortable retreats, with the primary
bedroom offering an en-suite bathroom for
added convenience. The additional
bathroom ensures that everyone's needs are
met with ease. Stepping outside, you'll
discover a sprawling backyard with plenty
of room for outdoor activities and potential
expansion opportunities. If you're a nature
enthusiast, this property is a dream come
true. With two rivers meeting just a few
hundred meters from your doorstep, you'll
have endless opportunities to explore the
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great outdoors and indulge in various
recreational activities, such as fishing,
kayaking, and hiking. 945 Riverside Drive
offers a rare opportunity to embrace the
serenity of rural living while still being
within close proximity to essential amenities
and the vibrant community of Britt.
Whether you're seeking a permanent
residence or a weekend getaway, this home
provides the perfect blend of comfort,
tranquility, and natural beauty. Don't miss
your chance to own this exceptional
property in the heart of Britt. Schedule a
viewing today and immerse yourself in the
beauty and charm of this delightful home.
(id:49587)
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